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Garden plants in Kenya have been taken as simply buying the locally grown plant sold along the road and
planting them on any free space in the garden. Do you know that there is much more pertaining having a plant
in your garden? There are various factors to consider in planting: These suggestions have to be checked on
their compatibility before they are agreed upon. With proper combination the plantation can end up being
awesome and suitable to all family members. This is a research that one can do without necessarily involving
an expert. If so do their plants do well? Let this be your first guide. Check what they have and compare with
what you found at your neighbors gardens. If you realize that they are the same types then have the courage to
plant the plants in your garden. The large plants are only suitable for gardens with large space. The small
space gardens need plans that will be managed at relatively short heights or plant dwarf plants. Spacing
Garden plants in Kenya. However, this spacing depends on various factors like: Checking from other fully
grown plants on how they are spaced can also give a guideline to a new gardener. The available space The
space in a garden can also be a limiting factor to too much spacing in a garden. With the right choice of plants
one can plant as many as possible. Some creativity in the planting like not aligning them on one lane can also
allow room for more plants. Time availability Having your plantations spaced too close forces you to spend
more time in maintenance like pruning. Site selection for Garden plants in Kenya. As much as we would like
our gardens to be surrounded by plantations like trees, some factors may limit us from doing so. The
buildings, other large trees and roofing around the garden can Brock the air circulation. This might not be
experienced in most gardens. Access to sunlight This is a factor that cannot be ignored to any single growing
tree on the earth. For a tree to do well it should access sunlight for at least five hours a day. Total shades on a
tree cannot work well for any plantation. The fertility of the soils should be moderately enough just enough to
sustain the plant fully. The fertility of the soil can be improved by adding fertilizers or compost organic
manure. The water supply around the garden should be reliable enough to sustain the plants at all times. To cut
on the cost of purchasing water for gardening its advisable for one to sink a personal well or borehole. Salty
water is not a very reliable type of water supply in gardening. Concluding remark on Garden plants in Kenya
As its said that a long journey starts with a single step, this guidelines are just the introductory part to
plantations in home gardens.
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Here are botanical gardens across the continent that you should visit. It was established in to promote,
conserve and display the rich and diverse flora of southern Africa. There are more than species of birds that
live at the garden, including the Sugarbird, the Sunbird and the African Dusky Flycatcher, as well as a variety
of insects including the beautiful Table Mountain Beauty butterfly and amphibians including the Cape River
Frog and the Chirping Frog. Visitors can go on the Centenary Tree Canopy Walkway of the garden or on a
cycling route through the garden. The garden has about 30 members of the cactus family as Majorelle was
especially interested in the plant when he designed the garden, and is home to a variety of bird species
including the blackbird, sparrow and turtledove. A signature feature of the garden is the Berber Museum,
which was opened in December to document the rich history of the Berber tribe. Visitors can learn more about
Berber culture through a collection of photography, films, audio and music tapes. It is home to over species of
plants including the baobab, Palmier Bouteille and giant water lilies. It is home to a wide variety of flora and
wildlife, including the Coco Der Mer, which has the biggest nuts in the plant kingdom, the Koko Maron which
grows on the forest floor and is used by locals to make ropes and brooms and a number of spice and fruit trees.
Visitors can reach the gardens either by foot a 30 minute walk or by car from downtown Victoria. The island
was previously owned by Lord Kitchener in the s as it was given to him as a gift when he served as
Consul-General in Egypt. The garden is not only a great leisure spot for families, but also serves as an
important centre of botanical research in Egypt. There are many types of rare and exotic plant life to view at
the garden, including the Royal Palm tree and the Sabal Palm tree, as well as plenty of bird life. The gardens
are popular for the wide variety of bird species that are found there, including eagle owls, sunbirds and black
weavers. On and around the shores of the lake, a variety of wildlife can be spotted, including the African
Open-billed Stork, yellow billed duck and grey headed gull. The gardens house a small patch of rainforest
which is home to thick forest underbrush, bamboo and medicinal plants and magnificently tall trees. The
garden plays an important role in encouraging cocoa production in the southern region of Ghana by supplying
seedlings and information about scientific farming methods. The garden has many species of flora for
conservation purposes, including mimosa pudica, the Ficus tree and medicinal plants. There is also an
abundance of bird and butterfly life that make the garden an ideal setting for picnics, nature lovers and
wedding pictures. Sarius Palmetum Botanical Garden Sarius Palmetum Botanical Garden, located in Maitama,
Abuja in Nigeria, is home to over different species of plants, including about species of palms. It was reopened
in after undergoing rehabilitation to fix its greenhouse, fencing and public benches as well as improve its
sanitation and irrigation systems. The garden has a rich collection of trees, shrubs and flowers, including the
Jacaranda tree, magnolia and a range of Palmae plants. The garden is home to several wildlife including birds,
butterflies and a colony of bats that rest in the treetops. Nairobi Botanic Garden The Nairobi Botanic Garden,
located at the Nairobi Museum ground in Kenya, is a beautiful garden that is ideal for a picnic or a quick
getaway from the bustle of the city. The garden is also open for hire for events such as parties, photo sessions
and leisure activities.
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This process starts from the basic parts of planting the plants. To many this step is taken with very high spirit
but diminishes gradually as time goes by. If you are not ready to regret your hard work and investments of
money and time ,learn to be disciplined in all your garden work. A step to step procedure is followed for ever
tree planted: It should be wider than dispensary to accommodate all the roots of the plant without squeezing
them. Pruning roots of the plant Some roots are damaged beyond the survival limit thus need to be removed.
The roots that are too long can also be cut short. In case the whole of the plant is damaged the plant should not
be planted. Planting in the hole The plant should be set at approximately same depth as it was in the nursery.
This prevents too much squeezing of the plant or falling down if planted too shallow. Shake the tree well as
you put the soil to fill the holes between the roots of the plant. Tamp the soil firmly around the hole,finished
soaking in, fill the hole with soil. There are two different types of fertilizers: It is fast dissolving and its
nutrients are absorbed by the plant easily. This fertilizer has to be applied time after time thus more
demanding. Solid fertilizer Due to various factored this fertilizer has become the most popular that majority of
farmers and gardeners use. They are coated with an outer coating that opens up slowly releasing the fertilizer
bit by bit. It can serve the plants for a period of up to three to fort months. It has a limitation but in the long
run the cost compared to the others it is much cheaper. When applied in large amounts its acid can harm the
plantation that may even cause death to the plant. Pruning can make a very great difference to a plant in its
appearance , flowering and fruit bearing. By pruning one is able to control the height and width of the plants in
the garden. This is the most tricky type of plant to prune. Pruning them at that time destroys the whole beauty
for the flowers are all cut down. It should be done early enough to give the plant enough time to produce the
buds that later open up to flowers. The branches of fruit plants should be well spaced to give room for the
fruits to grow large up to their limit.
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See Article History Alternative Titles: Its Indian Ocean coast provided historically important ports by which
goods from Arabian and Asian traders have entered the continent for many centuries. Along that coast, which
holds some of the finest beaches in Africa, are predominantly Muslim Swahili cities such as Mombasa , a
historic centre that has contributed much to the musical and culinary heritage of the country. Inland are
populous highlands famed for both their tea plantations, an economic staple during the British colonial era,
and their variety of animal species, including lions, elephants, cheetahs, rhinoceroses , and hippopotamuses.
Beisa oryx graze in the foreground. Older neighbourhoods, some of them prosperous, tend to be ethnically
mixed and well served by utilities and other amenities, while the tents and hastily assembled shacks that ring
the city tend to be organized tribally and even locally, inasmuch as in some instances whole rural villages have
removed themselves to the more promising city. Hare being small, weak, but full of innovative wit, was our
hero. We identified with him as he struggled against the brutes of prey like lion , leopard , and hyena. His
victories were our victories and we learnt that the apparently weak can outwit the strong. Anthropologists and
other social scientists have documented for generations the lives of the Maasai , Luhya , Luo , Kalenjin , and
Kikuyu peoples, to name only some of the groups. Relief The 38th meridian divides Kenya into two halves of
striking contrast. While the eastern half slopes gently to the coral-backed seashore, the western portion rises
more abruptly through a series of hills and plateaus to the Eastern Rift Valley , known in Kenya as the Central
Rift. West of the Rift is a westward-sloping plateau, the lowest part of which is occupied by Lake Victoria.
Within this basic framework, Kenya is divided into the following geographic regions: The Lake Victoria basin
is part of a plateau rising eastward from the lakeshore to the Rift highlands. The lower part, forming the lake
basin proper, is itself a plateau area lying between 3, and 4, feet and 1, metres above sea level. The rolling
grassland of this plateau is cut almost in half by the Kano Plain, into which an arm of the lake known as
Winam Gulf Kavirondo Gulf extends eastward for 50 miles 80 km. The floor of the Kano Plain merges north
and south into highlands characterized by a number of extinct volcanoes. These include Mount Elgon , rising
to 14, feet 4, metres at the Ugandan border on the extreme north of the basin. The Rift Valley splits the
highland region into two sections: The valley itself is 30 to 80 miles 50 to km wide, and its floor rises from
about 1, feet metres in the north around Lake Turkana Lake Rudolf to over 7, feet 2, metres at Lake Naivasha
but then drops to 2, feet metres at the Tanzanian border in the south. The floor of the Rift is occupied by a
chain of shallow lakes separated by extinct volcanoes. West of the valley the diverse highland area runs from
the thick lava block of the Mau Escarpmentâ€”Mount Tinderet complex northward to the Uasin Gishu Plateau.
East of the Rift the Aberdare Range rises to nearly 10, feet 3, metres. The eastern highlands extend from the
Ngong Hills and the uplands bordering Tanzania northward to the Laikipia Escarpment. The relief of both
highlands is complex and includes plains, deep valleys, and mountains. Important in the historic and economic
development of Kenya, the region was the focus of European settlement. They are a region of scattered hills
and striking elevated formations, the most prominent being the hills of Taita, Kasigau, Machakos, and Kitui.
These hills, containing the area of more favourable climate, are surrounded by regions historically prone to
famine. Acacia trees in the Taita Hills, Kenya. The area from Lake Magadi southward, though not as arid, has
the same characteristics. Although tree and grass cover is scanty there, the areas of true desert are limited to
the Chalbi Desert east of Lake Rudolf. The movement of people and livestock is strictly limited by the
availability of water. The coastal plain proper, which runs for about miles km along the Indian Ocean , is a
narrow strip only about 10 miles 16 km wide in the south, but in the Tana River lowlands to the north it
broadens to about miles km. Farther northeast it merges into the lowlands of Somalia. The excellent natural
harbours include that of Mombasa , which is one of the best in East Africa. This dome produced a primeval
watershed from which rivers once drained eastward to the Indian Ocean and westward to the Congo River
system and the Atlantic Ocean. Still following this ancient pattern are the Tana and Galana rivers, which rise
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in the eastern highlands and flow roughly southeast to the Indian Ocean. West of the Central Rift, however,
the major streams now drain into Lake Victoria. These include the Nzoia, Yala, Mara, and Nyando rivers.
There are no major groundwater basins, and, apart from the Tana River, most of the rivers in Kenya are short
and often disappear during the dry season. Lake Victoria, with a surface area of 26, square miles 69, square
km , is the largest lake in Africa, the second largest freshwater body in the world, and a major reservoir of the
Nile River. Other lakes are rather small, and their surface areas fluctuate considerably. Soils In the Lake
Victoria basin, lava deposits have produced fertile and sandy loam soils in the plateaus north and south of
Winam Bay, while the volcanic pile of Mount Elgon produces highly fertile volcanic soils well known for
coffee and tea production. The Rift Valley and associated highlands are composed of fertile dark brown loams
developed on younger volcanic deposits. The most widespread soils in Kenya, however, are the sandy soils of
the semiarid regions between the coast and the Rift highlands. To the north of the Rift are vast areas covered
by red desert soils, mainly sandy loams. Page 1 of
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Kenyan animals are among the most amazing species of wildlife in Africa, and it is always fun seeing these
amazing creatures; from the mighty African Elephants found in Kenya to the speedy cheetahs ready to outrun
and overtake any prey that crosses its path. If you are planning a vacation to Kenya, among your priorities
should be a first hand experience of Kenya animals as they promise to keep you bewildered. Below are the 10
Most Famous Kenya Animals that will make your day any time. Famous Animals in Kenya Baboons live in
groups of eight to individuals per troop and these animals are specialists when it comes to tree climbing and
can be aggressive and ready top attack when provoked in order to defend themselves even from leopards.
These animals love to live in the Savanna. Baboons generally are omnivores and can eat anything from plants
and insects up to small antelopes. Bushbaby Galagos is another name for bushbabies. They are part of the
common Kenya animals that usually feed at night. Bushbabies are most famous for several myths associated
with them. According to some of the myths, bush baby is a boy-spirit that weeps and goes about with a
rolled-up mat with which he could beat anyone to death! And that bush babies cry like a lost baby in nearby
woods, especially at night, as a way of attracting captives-to-be. There was also the myth that if you could
snatch the mat from him and sleep on it, you would become wealthy! The fact is that bushbabies are small,
nocturnal primates that feed mostly on fruits and insects and are native to continental Africa. Giraffe Giraffe is
an even-toed ungulate animal of Africa and one of the interesting Kenya animals. Giraffes are unmistakably
the tallest living terrestrial animal in existence and the largest known ruminant. The main distinguishing
feature a giraffe has is its extremely long neck and limbs. A fully-grown giraffe can measure up to 5. They are
browsing animals that eat tree branches and twigs from trees, something they are well endowed for by the
virtue of their extremely long necks. There are three subspecies of giraffes found in Kenya and they are not
among the list of endangered animals in the country since they can co-exist with cattle and are not adversely
effected by spreading farmlands. Crocodile Crocodiles are among the most famous Kenyan Animals. Its
famed has been increased in recent times by the fact that the scaly, huge and dangerous reptile capable of
crushing the strongest bone with one bite of its powerful jaw has been attacking humans. The Tana and Mara
rivers that run through the famous Masai Mara game park in Kenya is particularly known to be quite
dangerous because of crocodiles. In this region, crocodiles have been targeting human prey with devastating
success. Within the Tana village, crocodile attacks claimed six lives in and these attacks has been on the
increase since then. However, against all odds, Crocs are still among the Kenya animals worth taking a look at
from a very safe distance though. Ostriches Ostriches are large birds the largest living species of bird without
the capability to fly. They are usually seen living in small groups of 5 to 50 on the plains of Kenya. They are
amazing to behold and their beautiful long feathers are of immense decorative value. They lay their eggs
which is the largest for any living bird in nests scratched into the bare ground. Ostriches eat mainly plant
materials, along with invertebrates and insects. When threatened or attacked, their long legs can give a
powerful kick to ward of predators. Leopard Leopard is one of the Animals of Kenya with the most amazing
skin. Typically, a leopard is mostly nocturnal and well endowed for hunting at night while it spends its day
resting on trees. Buffalo The African buffalo has a reputation for being one of the most stubborn animals
found in Kenya. They live all across the country of Kenya and are especially found to gather in their hundreds
around water bodies. The buffalo physically resembles the typical cow but generally has a distinct grayish
black color and dangerously up-curving horns giving it a very terrifying look. A buffalo is unpredictable in its
behaviour and is known to gore people who get too close. They are also known to be fearless and can attack
and chase Lions and other predators of the wild that dare to come too close to the herd and this is an incredible
event to witness. The Masai Mara is home to the largest buffalo herds. Rhinos There are two species of
rhinoceros commonly found in Kenya: They commonly live in variable habitat which ranges from dense forest
to open scrub feeding on leaves and branches. Rhinos have a poor sense of vision but what they lack in good
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eyesight, they make up for in sense of hearing and smell. These heavily built Kenya animals have a lifespan of
35 to 40 years with weight of up to 2 tons. The black rhinos are the more dangerous of the two species. If you
would love to feed your eyes with these animals, the Masai Mara National Reserve has the largest population
of black rhinos and is one of the best places to go. Lions Among all the animals of Kenya, lions are the most
glorious to witness as they seem to draw the largest amount of attention. Lions are the largest among the great
cats in Africa. They spend a great deal of time resting in the shade when they are not hunting for prey. Lions
are social animals and its massive size, majestic walk, strength and hunting prowess all make it a very
fascinating creature to watch. Their highly developed social behaviour enable them to get involved in a highly
complex team work. They live in prides of 1 to 3 males and the females can be up to A single male rules each
group, but the females do all the hunting. Elephants The African elephants are the largest known creatures in
the animal kingdom. The African elephants are commonly seen in Kenya where they are recognized as one of
the most famous animals. The Shimba Hills Reserve is particularly well-known for harboring large
populations of elephants which are known to wreak havoc on the local vegetation within the environment. The
elephants living in Tsavo National Park have a characteristic reddish-brown color that distinguishes them from
others which are usually greyish. They obtained this trait from the red volcanic soil in Tsavo. Elephants are
known to live up to 70 years and would need to consume vast amounts of vegetation each day for its survival.
They have a sharp sense of smell; are known to be highly intelligent, being the only animals that recognize
each other, even after death. Kenyan safari reserves are known to offer a lot more variety of wildlife that will
not cease to amaze and leave you only wishing for more.
6: List of birds of Kenya - Wikipedia
NHBS is a national institution, not to say an international one, in the world of natural history!

7: Kenya's Forests
Many times it proves highly difficult to find fresh flowers in Nairobi, Kenya. To add to the pain, finding flowers while still
fresh is near to impossible. Consider that now a thing of the past because the best florist in Kenya has come to save the
situation, bringing to you classic products.

8: 10 Kenya Animals That Are More Than Famous
Concluding remark on Garden plants in Kenya As its said that a long journey starts with a single step, this guidelines are
just the introductory part to plantations in home gardens. Following is planting and maintenance of garden plants in
Kenya.

9: Kenya | Culture, History, & People | www.enganchecubano.com
Kenya, country in East Africa famed for its scenic landscapes and vast wildlife preserves. Its Indian Ocean coast
provided historically important ports by which goods from Arabian and Asian traders have entered the continent for
many centuries.
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